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100 percent correct on the money; that the fact is you will think about the movie one

way or the other. Ha-ha-ha! So, I rest my case. Who did better job? You know,

20-million-dollars men or tiny little guy with long hair, maybe a little accent. So, I rest

my case. Continue, next question. Ha-ha.

Q: Well, along those lines, do you have any advice for aspiring filmmakers
who might want to subvert the studio system and put it out themselves to
retain creative control? 

Wiseau: Your question opens several different doors very quickly. Let me say first

that [having] a background in business, I have a great respect for the studio system.

Right now they say this [Hollywood] studio system does not exist. The fact, it does

exist in different forms and shapes. I have great respect for those guys. Another

aspect of the art of the filming, which is part of an art, is extremely expensive.

But what you ask about filmmakers, be original. There’s nothing wrong actually to

borrow certain stuff. But when you do research, be original. It’s the same [with]

writers. I said to one of the biggest reporters from New York, and I will not drop the

name, I said, “You know what? You’ll be writing about The Room for the rest of your

life.” He say, “I may.” I say, “No, you not ‘may,’ you will, unless you don’t want to

write. That’s your problem.”

But, again, to respond to your question, my formula, when people ask about

marketing or completing the project, like any film you have or any job, it’s not only

relate to movies. Very simple, think about 20 percent first before you have 100. So,

first you have 20, 40, 60, et cetera, and then you have 100, but you accomplished. 

Q: The film deals with several themes, such as friendship, betrayal and
politely greeting people when they enter a room. How much of the film’s
story is inspired by your personal experiences and how much is fiction?

Wiseau: Well, first of all, in The Room we don’t have any fiction. That’s No. 1. No. 2, I

always say, and I’m very consistent with similar question when people ask me — we

have many Johnnys, many Lisas, many Dennys and other characters from The Room

because it takes from real life. Some of it are my friends, some of it are me, some of

it others. I bet you we have in The Room your life a little bit, too. Somewhat. Some

kind of relationship. 

Q: Sure? 

Wiseau: Because, you know, “Two is better than three, three’s a crowd,” et

cetera, et cetera. But everything is from real life and that’s what you have.

E-mail Geoff at letters@quickdfw.com.

P
erhaps you’ve heard of a little cult film called

The Room. Perhaps you have seen The Room. 

Let me rephrase that. “Seen” is not the

appropriate word. The Room is not, has not

and will never simply be “seen.” The Room is

experienced. If you have experienced The Room, then our

interview with the movie’s writer-director-star Tommy

Wiseau needs no further introduction and you may skip the

next paragraph.

For those of you still reading, I have one question: Are

you allergic to having a good time? The Room is part erotic

psychological thriller, part jumbled, retina-searing mess,

and all awesome. It’s the tragic story of Johnny (played by

Wiseau), who is betrayed by his cheating fiancée Lisa and

best friend Mark. Also, there’s a weird college kid named

Denny whom Johnny has adopted for some reason. I’ve

already given away too much.

Over the past few years, the critically reviled film has

blossomed into a cult classic with massive appeal for

audiences who appreciate inadvertent irony. In January, Wiseau and

co-star Greg “best friend Mark” Sestero appeared at the Inwood’s

midnight screenings, greeted by the wild adulation of a packed house.

While he won’t be there this weekend, we managed to get in touch

with Wiseau for a phone interview, after a busy day on the set of his

forthcoming sitcom The Neighbors.

(Note: Wiseau’s exact background is hard to pin down. He says he

is American, and in interviews, he’s placed himself in New Orleans,

France and San Francisco, but without any indication of date or length

of time. If you are not familiar with his atypical accent and cadence,

which is often described as “vaguely eastern European,” the following

transcription may seem to be rife with typos. I assure you, it is not.) 

Q: ‘The Room’ was released in 2003, came out on DVD in 2005 and is still
popular with the midnight crowds. Aren’t you tired of talking about it?

Wiseau: No, I say to mainstream media, as well as you guys, whatever media

you are, I will say they are losing the boat. What I meant by that, you know, the

interest is there. I said just recently to someone, and I’m not here to drop names

or criticize anyone, some of the people in the mainstream media are behind

schedule, if I may say that. Because, again, this is something new entertainment.

You know? You may compare it to other film, et cetera. 

I did the release a few years ago on DVD and actually we have better response in

theater than DVD if you ask me, general speaking. But I’m happy what we’re

doing. But again, to respond to your question, no, I’m not tired. I never will be

tired. I enjoy myself. 

The Room is done in certain style intentionally. You have a lot of subliminal

messages. It isn’t pretty, et cetera. So, no, I am not tired talking about it. I’m

just extremely busy right now, but I am talking to you now. Ha-ha-ha! Let’s

just continue. Ha-ha.

Q: A lot of the movie’s success revolves around it being one of
these “best worst” movies that are only entertaining in an
unintentional sense. 

Wiseau: I’m very happy what I accomplish. For me, some of the

negative stigma what people have, as you know, sometimes

you find a bad apple in any kind of environment. Again, it is

nothing wrong to say negative things.

I know one thing, Geoff and your listeners, or your readers, 

I will tell you one thing which I’m strongly about it, and I’m

‘The Room’
Drinking Game
Part of The Room’s cult

status can be attributed to

its audience participation.

The most infamous example

is the traditional “Throwing

of the Spoons,” wherein

audience members fling

plastic spoons at the screen

whenever a framed photo of

a spoon appears in a scene.

Also, lots of yelling at the

screen. For a full list of

audience participation cues,

visit blog.quickdfw.com.

Added bonus: You can

drink at the Inwood. So

here’s a drinking game we

cobbled together to make

The Room even more fun.

You will want to designate a

driver. 

Sip when …
� You see exterior shots of

San Francisco.

� The door to Johnny and

Lisa’s apartment is opened.

� Someone, including Mark,

mentions that Mark is

Johnny’s best friend.

� There’s a football in the

scene.

� Johnny laughs.

� Someone says “Don’t

worry about it.”

� Lisa says, “I don’t love

Johnny.”

� Lisa says, “I don’t want to

talk about it.”

� Any time Johnny greets

someone with, “Oh, hai …!”

� Every time someone refers

to Lisa as “beautiful” or

“sexy.”

Take a shot/chug
when you hear this:
� “Hi, doggy!”

� “I definitely have breast

cancer.”

� “You are tearing me apart,

Lisa!”

� “Leave your stupid

comments in your pocket!”

� “I feel like I’m sitting on an

atomic bomb about to

explode!”
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‘The Room’ with a view
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‘The Room’
Friday and Saturday at midnight. Inwood Theatre, 5458 Lovers Lane.

$10. 214-764-9106. www.landmarktheaters.com.
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